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MFT has been the undisputed leader in 
off-road Transportation service sector 

of UAE. MFT was born in 1976 and played 
pivotal roles during transformational 
phases of the Emirate of Abu Dhabi. In the 
years of rapid urbanization that followed, 
MFT took hold of the situation and 
identifying its purpose, contributed 
necessarily to UAE’s radically changing 
industrial sector. The company 
monopolized a part of the industrial 
service sector with a niche of off-road 
transportation services when pioneering 
was the field.  The pioneers outgrew its 
visions to become the most popular name 
in its domain.

MFT’s operations are mainly focused on 
oil fields. The firm took form with deep              
anchors in Abu Dhabi and other onshore 

oil field regions like Habshan and Asab. 
Abu Dhabi had been gaining 

momentum since the Emirate’s 
adoption of liberal economic 
policies which lead to its 
emergence as one of the fastest 
growing global cities in the 
world. The capital downpour 
that followed gave rise to a 
plethora of industries spread all 
over the place and thus ascent 

the need for quality and uninterrupted 
off-road transportation services. 



MFT, acknowledging the cue, took advantage of the peak, to write not one but many 
success stories and marking many milestones on its course of evolution. 

At present, with more than 40 years of experience, MFT has the men, machinery and 
expertise to take up and deploy heavy duty transportational services, construction of 
access roads, rig moves and more. Through its course, the firm has defended with 
unwavering fortitude, the virtues it maintains. The well-equipped, seasoned crew has 
been the cornerstones to company’s towering heights. The company’s health, safety 
and environment policies are designed such that the crew stays healthy through the 
entire span of service. 

MISSION VISION

“Consistent escalation and global 
disposal of company services to 
complement transportational 
essentials of the industrial world”

MFT since its emergence has been 
working to ensure integral and essential 
contributions towards the economic 
proliferation of UAE. We exist to enrich 
her on the urban course of realization 
of developmental goals through 
facilitation of refined and 
comprehensive services in Industrial 
support sector and thus to rise in 
unison.

“Seamless transport, day-in and 
day-out.”

MFT aspires to be a part of UAE’s 
exponential growth by providing 
consistent round the clock services to 
the rising industrial support needs of 
the nation. Being pioneers, our subtle 
but crucial contributions in the field, 
work in a direction that can radically 
accelerate the country’s industrial 
motives. 



Integrity is a virtue we honor and in the most unmitigated of forms do we perform 
what we preach. MFT was founded on prayers from satisfied customers and our 
vows of uncompromising quality help us maintain a content clientele.

Having full fleet of all types of heavy equipment and trucks with well experienced 
drivers and operators. Also with fully equipped workshop facility for the maintenance 
and repair of all type of vehicles & equipment.

LIGHT DUTY VEHICLES

•  5 Seated 4x4 Double Cabin Pick Ups
•  8 Seated 4x4 Station Wagon.

HEAVY DUTY VEHICLES

They say that a person is as good as his tools. We acknowledge the phrase and 
presume it to be universally valid. Our sophisticated range of machinery and 
powerful vehicles has always played the deciding role of steering MFT to the 
forefront. The vehicles are:

SERVICES

•  6x6 3 axle & 4 axle Trailors. 
•  Truck Mounted Cranes in 
     Various Capacities.
•  Water Tankers 6x6, 5000 & 3000 Gallons. 
•  HIAB Truck with Crane. 
             

•  953/Super 953 Kenworth Trucks   
    with Winch.
•  Super Kenworth Prime Movers.
•  Half Kenworth  (C500 Kenworth)
•  Head Kenworth

•  D8 Dozers.
•  D6 Dozers.
•  Excavators.

•  Shovel 966/ 950
•  824 Dozers.
•  Cranes 4x4 in Various Capacities  
     – 25 ton to 70 ton.

EARTH MOVING EQUIPMENTS

In the area of earth moving, MFT offers an extensive range of Dozers, Hydraulic 
excavators, Cranes etc. Our earth movers are one of the finest maintained vehicles 
which has a record of being used in the sectors of Construction, Cement, Power, 
Steel etc.The vehicles we possess are:  



HEALTH SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT POLICIES (HSE)

We believe that an organization should address both economic as well as social 
posture of a system once it has to be recognized a responsible one. These 
responsibilities include interactions based on health and safety of the people and 
environment in which it is embedded. MFT is committed to bear what it takes to be 
embellished responsible and our course of practice justifies our policies which 
include:

• Legal conformance to laws and regulations
• Minimization of employee, environmental and public risks
• Consistent and timely validation and updating of HSE policies
• Strict adherence to employee safety guidelines 
• Continuous monitoring to prevent occupational hazards
• Reverence for habitats, ecosystems and cultures
• Enforcement of HSE compliant collaborations
• Detailed documentation of company performance in HSE related concerns
• Committed to provide healthy work environment
• Investigation and prevention of hazardous accidents

COMPANY’S COMMITMENTS TO HSE POLICIES

Maintaining a safe environment is a constant process that requires close monitoring 
and control. Identification and elimination of risks are the two most important 
activities included in the process. This way MFT constantly maintains a safe distance 
from all hazards and so is committed to:

• Provide a healthy and safe work environment to our clients and employees
• Restrain from all activities that may lead to personal injury, occupational illness         
          and damage to property
• Investigate any accidents that should occur and take preventive measures to 
         avoid further occurrence 
• Create awareness among the workforce about the importance of HSE
• Ensure that all the employees understand and follow HSE guidelines
• Impart HSE training to its employees
• Record and report any accidents appropriately
• Make entries of all documents in the accident/incident register. 



OUR PARTIAL CLIENTS

Office No:6, 2ND Floor Above Tasheel Office,
New Industrial Area, Madinat Zayed, Western 
Region, Abu dhabi, UAE 
Phone : 02-8881003 Fax : 02-8830670
Email : info@binfraih.com
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